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Overview
This document is presented in consort with the State-side Summer 2023: Implementation Guide in an effort to help answer questions about the mounting of the Summer 2023 term.

Questions > Answers
• Following the president’s CSU Budget Reallocation Update message, could you provide more insight into the enrollment goal for state-side Summer 2023 (“summer”)?
  o As the president mentioned in her email “CSU Budget Reallocation Update” from February 2, 2023, our former self-support summer is returning to state-side as part of a tactic to increase enrollment. To that end, we aim to offer a summer schedule squarely focused on student success and providing relief for progress to degree. Realizing that there is a potential for state-side summer to siphon enrollments from the following academic year (2023), we are planning to load a summer similar in size to last summer (i.e. “SP” sections). This is just over 150 total sections. This has the potential to add to our annual FTES total by upwards of 300 FTES (if not more).
• In general, how will summer be administered?
  o Budget: The total budget for summer will be just under $1.9M. An implementation guide will detail allocations of budget, SCU to enroll, and WTU to assign. From there, college administrations will work with their departments to craft a schedule.
  o Schedule: As with prior summers, departments will create and load schedules for Summer 2023. The Student Systems group will be sending out additional instructions about small, but specific changes to how course schedules are loaded (e.g. which session to use, how sections are named, etc.).
  o Registration: The registration schedule isn't affected by the change to state-side summer.
  o Contracts and appointments: Following normal AY state-side procedures for loading contracts, all instructors – probationary faculty, tenure-track, lecturers, everyone – for summer will receive contracts to be appointed using job code 2457. We're also planning on transitioning lots of former non-grant 2403 appointments to 2457.
  o 125% Rule and maximum teaching: At the current length of 48 days, total summer teaching at 125% will be limited to ~10.5 WTU. If the length of summer term is extended to at least 54 days, the limit will be increased to at least 12 WTU. Faculty planning on a mix of summer teaching (state-side and/or extension), grants, etc. will need to plan their useable 125% space carefully.
• What is the deadline for loading the summer schedule into PeopleSoft
  o The deadline has been extended to March 10, 2023. The Fall 2023 schedule deadline is still March 3, 2023.
• Who will have the opportunity to teach in Summer 2023?
  o Probationary faculty, tenure-track faculty, and lecturers will all have an opportunity to teach this summer.
• Will Academic Affairs be setting limits set on probationary and tenure-track faculty teaching for Summer 2023?
  o No. Our focus will be on ensuring the schedule is small but mighty and that we are compliant with the requirements of Article 21 – Summer Term Employment. As an FYI, a quick glance at last year’s summer schedule of "SP" sections shows that the proportion of probationary and tenure-track faculty was just shy of 45% by headcount.
• Is there a specified order of work for Summer 2023?
  o Yes. Rather than duplicate it here, please see provision 21.24. It is quite detailed. One (of many) super important points: three-year and one-year entitled lecturers whose entitlements weren't fully satisfied in the current academic year (AY 2022-23) need to be considered before other lecturers (21.24 c.). This is a topic that we’ll definitely be covering through training.
• How will faculty pay be determined?
  o We'll be using the 1/30th rate for current faculty (21.21) in combination with enrollment based compensation for courses that enroll less than 20 (21.15 and 21.16). Other pay may include indirect instruction compensation for probationary and tenure-track faculty (21.22) and a summer health benefits stipend for lecturers meeting the criteria of 21.28.
• What is “indirect instruction compensation?”
  o This is pay for probationary and tenured faculty who do not receive a specific indirect instructional assignment with compensation in the Summer term. The rate of this pay is $150 per WTU of direct instruction.
• What is the “1/30th rate” and how is it calculated?
  o The "1/30th rate" is a calculation of a faculty member’s rate of pay per WTU as detailed in 21.21 b. For example, if a faculty member had a full-time academic year salary of $72,000, their 1/30th rate would be $2,400 per WTU (72000/30).
• How much flexibility (if at all) will there be on enrollment based compensation?
  o Enrollment based compensation per 21.15 will be implemented fully with limited exceptions considered for coursework classified with the following course classification numbers:
    ▪ C5: seminars
    ▪ C6 - C21: activity/lab courses
    ▪ S-classifications: supervisory courses
    ▪ C77 and C78: internships

Questions
Questions about this document, or summer in general, may be addressed to:
Rafael Hernandez
Associate Provost, Academic Resources and Planning
rafael.hernandez@csueastbay.edu
510-510-4445